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A Message from Auto-IT’s CEO
The Changing Face of Dealer Systems
Today’s business environment bears little
resemblance to the one that existed five
years ago - or that is likely to exist in two
years. There has been a dramatic change
in emphasis from the reliance on dealer
systems focusing on historical accounting,
to an understanding of the new world of
digital delivery and the need for high levels
of customer service.
Every company is looking for an edge that
will open the doors to new business and
protect against erosion of market share.
Data and the Role of the Dealer System
Provider

a variety of expensive non-integrated
third party supporting applications that
sometimes even mirror functionality already
existing within the DMS.
Providing integrated dealer systems is not
for the faint hearted. The complexity of
dealership operations puts high demands
on IT. As an example, because of the
multi-franchise nature of Australian and
NZ dealerships, Auto-IT’s investment in
providing and maintaining manufacturer
interfaces runs into the millions of dollars
and the number of third parties wishing to
interface with dealer data never diminishes.

Dealers typically undervalue the priceless
There is a belief in some quarters and
pool of data locked away in their systems.
by several market analysts that the DMS
Data should be an asset on your balance
will eventually be
sheet, not on the balance
reduced to a mere
sheet of your system
accounting system
provider and Dealer
“In the modern era there is much
as more third parties
Principals should not
excitement surrounding the high
scramble for a share
prevaricate over its
growth of mobile technology and
of
the
lucrative
ownership. At Auto-IT,
software delivered over the Web.
dealers’ IT spend.
we provide the systems
These tools can analyse the reams
The reality is that a
and processes that help
of data in dealers’ systems and if
serious dealer system
to mine and store your
well designed will revolutionise
provider partner, with
data but the ownership
users’ online experiences.”
agile development
of the data remains with
capability
and
the dealership.
modern Web delivery
tools, can provide superior and more
Mobility and the Cloud
affordable functionality to dealers than ever
before because of their ability to tightly
Information technology now provides levels
integrate feature rich applications within the
of flexibility undreamed of a few short years
DMS.
ago. The two biggest innovations in the last
decade - mobile devices and the cloud A modern “all in one integrated DMS” is
have been so successful because they have
immensely superior to traditional legacy
at their core the principal of flexible and
systems that force dealerships to purchase
instant access to computing power. Mobility
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ranges from simple apps we all use on our smart phones
to enterprise mobility products capable of looking
at all aspects of the dealership and demonstrating
that mobility solutions are an indispensable enabling
technology. Auto-IT is investing heavily in mobility
solutions that can integrate with the DMS in a way that
ensures the DMS is anything but just an industry-specific
accounting system.
Cloud technology is a topic on everybody’s lips at
present but cloud myths are alive and well. In its purist
sense Software as a Service (SaaS) is delivered through
the cloud via a browser and theoretically a user could sit
in an Internet café, access and use a remote system, pay
for it on the basis of used time or transactions processed
and sever any further commercial arrangement with the
supplier when the software use is terminated.
In Australia the National Broadband Network is a
wonderful initiative and when it is finally rolled out will
make transaction-intensive processing at acceptable
speeds both practical and affordable. Unfortunately
the full rollout of this service is not scheduled for
completion until 2021 and for enterprises with computer
requirements across multiple locations that’s a long time
to wait. In the meantime some suppliers even in our
dealer supply market are claiming to deliver SaaS and
cloud systems when in fact users in dealerships still need
to use thick or thin clients to deliver the data to users in
the dealership.
This situation in reality is no different to the traditional
remote hosting functionality that has been with us for
decades. Make no mistake, the cloud is the way of the
future but genuine cloud delivery of the core modules
of ERP systems in dealerships in the accepted sense by
the modern world has many challenges and its uptake by
users in Australia will be a slow process.
In the modern era there is much excitement surrounding
the high growth of mobile technology and software
delivered over the Web. These tools can analyse the
reams of data in dealers’ systems and if well designed
will revolutionise users’ online experiences. Web
technology has matured to the point where data security
is preserved whilst the speed to market is rapid and the
costs to users is a fraction of what was required a few

short years ago. Smart dealers need smart partners able
to deliver these tools if they are to grow their businesses
and insure against erosion of market share.
It all Points to a Tighter Year Next Year
2012 has been an excellent year for Auto-IT. We have
seen a steady growth in our customer base and the
company’s midyear financial results are about to come
in above expectations. In our two main vertical markets,
the agricultural sector has performed particularly well
and in the automotive sector a headline in the Age on
December 6th reported a projected strong jump in sales
in the last quarter of 2012.
There are clouds on the horizon though and in Australia
disappointing figures for retail and manufacturing are
being reported. With the mining sector struggling and
the job market shrinking there is much to reflect on
as we begin the New Year. Hopefully our automotive
manufacturing industry will be preserved after the
election and the agricultural industry will continue to
experience moderation from Mother Nature.
Xmas Greetings to All
Finally in lieu of sending professional Christmas
cards Auto-IT continues to invest in the support of
underprivileged children through the World Vision
program.
Please accept our good wishes for the season and our
hope that 2013 will bring with it health and happiness
to your families and loved ones and continued business
success.
I welcome personal contact from customers at all times
and can be contacted directly on my mobile phone
number, +61 432 689 688.
Merry Xmas,
Ken W Fife
Chief Executive Officer
Auto-IT Pty Ltd
kfife@auto-it.com.au
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New Mobile App | Driveway Xpress
Auto IT is excited to announce the arrival of Driveway
Xpress. It's a ground-up Web App that offers the very
best in streamlined, intuitive interfaces and functionality
so your service advisors can greet your customers on the
service driveway and have them on their way as soon as
possible!
Looking professional is only the tip of the iceberg. Real
time connection to the database means changes you
make to a Repair Order are captured immediately. There
is no need to take notes and enter them later, reducing
duplication and errors. The system assists you with
simple functions like Google-style searching for all search
fields and presenting only the data relevant to the task at
hand, such as linked service codes.

Features at a Glance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add new jobs on the fly
Capture signature right there on the screen
Note condition of vehicle
Seamlessly integrated
Capture pick-up details
Platform-Independent – iPad, Android and Windows
Create Repair Orders right there on the driveway
Searchable Linked Service Codes

For more information, please contact your Business
Relationship Manager.

This Web App has been created platform-independent,
meaning you can greet your customers on the driveway
with your Apple, Windows or Android tablet.
You can create an RO from scratch, search for existing ROs,
or even create jobs for existing ROs. Service History and
Vehicle Condition reports are
available at the touch
of a button, as well
as the customer’s
details.
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AADA 2012
Auto-IT Goes Mobile

Auto-IT again attended this year’s
AADA Convention held at the Mariott
Resort at Surfers Paradise. It was
the best for many years with an
abundance of world class speakers.
Feedback from attendees was that
the content was topical and practical.
Highlights included an opening address by Bob Graziano,
Ford Australia CEO and FCAI President, Laurie Lawrence,
who had the audience in the palm of his hand (and
close to tears). Dr John Hewson delivered a sobering
account of the economic climate and political landscape
and Amanda Gore (with the graveyard shift on Friday
afternoon) had everyone cuddling – very amusing!
Auto-IT sponsored the lunch on day one, where Aaran
Newman (Auto-IT Sales and Marketing Director)
introduced the guest speaker, Steve Van Aperen. The
topic for the luncheon speaker was “The Secrets of
Lie Detection” and
the session, as one
might expect, was
very well attended.
Auto-IT’s
theme
this year was “The
Masters of Mobility”
and a range of
exciting new iPad
and iPhone apps were on show at our large display
booth. As always, we gave away dozens of cool remote
control cars (always a hit with convention visitors), as
well as a raffle prize – this year, a new iPad. The lucky
winner was Tas Kriaris, Fixed Operations Manager at
Ralph D’Silva Holden (pictured above with Auto-IT’s
National Sales & Marketing Director, Aaran Newman).

The Auto-IT team from L to R: Geoff Miller, Aaran
Newman, Lucy Kelly, Clem Murphy, Nutan Shah
and Roger Peffers

network with dealers and
suppliers.
We certainly encourage all
dealers to participate in
this great annual event.
For more information
about
this
year’s
AADA
Convention,
click here.

All in all, the AADA provided a welcome break for
delegates to stop and think about how they do business
instead of their day to day concerns. It also provided
plenty of entertainment and a great opportunity to
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Vehicle Options, Specs & Prices
OEM provision of Vehicle Options, Specifications and
Pricing data to their dealer networks often provides
challenges when a DMS update is required and the file is
either not in computer readable format, is incomplete or
requires cross referencing of multiple files or worksheets
to gain the information required.
To combat these challenges, we will be providing a
data service to make this data available for a number
of franchises in a format that is ready for uploading into
your Auto-IT DMS. We have established a Data Services
team that will focus on preparing and distributing the
data as it is updated by OEMs. The benefits are many:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elimination of double-keying
Timely and efficient updating of the data
Reduction of potential errors through manual
maintenance of the data
Formatting of OEM data files to equal your systems
import standards
Improved Vehicle Descriptions
Validation of model pricing – ensuring data Integrity
Review of models codes to ensure seamless
operation with your systems Job Codes

OEMs distribute updated files at varying intervals, the
Data Service team will proactively:
•
•
•

Notify subscribing dealerships when a new file
becomes available
Provide some detail of the changes within the file
Allow the subscribing dealer to opt out of receiving
and/or processing the data

Vehicle Options, Specifications and Pricing Data is
available for a wide selection of franchises. Any future
available data sets will be broadcast to the network. If
you would like to know more, please contact your AutoIT Business Relationship Manager.

New Factory Interfaces
Auto-IT continues to develop and enhance factory and
third-party interfaces - many which can help make your
business more efficient and effective. Don’t miss out on
giving your business a competitive edge.
To find out more about how these interfaces can benefit
your business and to request installation please contact
your Business Relationship Manager.
•
•
•
•
•

BMW Trade Club (in test phase)
BMW Vehicle/Options Pricing Integration
BMW Warranty Credits (in testing)
Case New Holland Parts Stock Order (in pilot)
Case New Holland Parts Receipting (in pilot)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ford Trade Club (in pilot)
Holden Capped Price Service (in final stages of
development)
Holden Exchange Data Hub
Holden Global Warranty (Go Live Feb 2013)
Holden SAP Parts Integration (in development – Go
Live Feb 2013)
Hyundai Service History Extract
Isuzu Trade Club (in pilot)
Jaguar Land Rover Service History Extract
Mazda Service Data Load
Peugeot Service History Extract
Volkswagen Service Job Codes (in pilot)
Volkswagen Parts Locator
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GM Holden|Auto-IT Hub
Auto-IT has been chosen as one of only two dealer
system providers in Australia to provide direct systems
integration between GM and its dealer network via an
exchange data hub.
In the interests of helping to improve information security
throughout the Holden dealer network, Holden recently
announced to its Australian dealers that in future it will
only be supporting direct systems integration via two
dealer management system providers.
•
•
•

Pentana Solutions will provide a link to its dealers
via the GM Pentana Hub
Auto-IT will provide a link for its dealers via the GM
Auto-IT Hub
All non-Pentana and non-Auto-IT Australian dealers
will be linked via the GM Auto-IT Hub

More than 80% of Australian Holden dealers use DMS
systems supplied by Auto-IT and Pentana. In order to
support those dealers using other systems, Holden has
entered into an agreement with Auto-IT to provide an
'integration hub' that will allow other DMS solutions to
integrate and exchange data with Holden systems.
Over the coming months, Holden and Auto-IT will work
with all impacted dealers and their associated DMS
providers to support this transition.
Holden announced that these system changes have been
instituted in order to:
•
•
•
•
•

Align where applicable to GM Global processes
Enhance eBusiness capabilities, i.e. Internet
functionality
Increase the ease of doing business with Holden
Renew and/or replace aged systems
Improve the use of best practice processes

New Board Member Joins Auto-IT
Auto-IT recently appointed a new non-executive
member to the board, Garry W. Campbell. Garry brings
a breadth and depth of experience to our business,
having served in a number of senior roles in various
fields - particularly those of IT and Communications.
Garry was elected Deputy Chairman of the Tradegate
Australia Pty Ltd Board on 18 November 2009 until
March 2012, having previously acted as Chairman and
Director since 19 February 1997. He was formerly the
General Manager – Information Technology Services
for Coles Myer Ltd up until his retirement in January
2003.
Upon the merger of Coles and Myer in 1985, Mr
Campbell, who was then an Associate Director of
the Myer Emporium Ltd, worked closely with senior
management to form the Coles Myer Information
Services (CMIS), of which he was subsequently

appointed Chief General
Manager.
Mr
Campbell
has been a member of
the Electronic Commerce
Committee,
which
participates in the Victorian Premier’s Taskforce on
Communications and Multimedia. He was Chairman
of the Electronic Commerce Australia Board prior to
the merger with Tradegate Australia Pty Ltd.
He has also been an active member of the CSIRO
Service Sector Advisory Committee and Chairman
of the IT Forum, a group of leaders of Information
Technology business throughout Australia. He has
represented exporters, importers, manufacturers,
primary producers and primary industry, retailers and
wholesalers in various business and government fora.
Mr Campbell has a Diploma in Computer Science.
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Kids Alive
Auto-IT is proud to sponsor Kids Alive, recently donating
to the national water safety program at the AADA
convention. Laurie Lawrence, founder of Kids Alive and
an Australian coaching legend, was a keynote speaker
at the convention and was speaking about the lessons
learnt from the 2012 London Olympics. Auto-IT together
with other delegates and exhibitors banded together to
raise over $40,000 to go towards purchasing a new truck
for Kids Alive.
With drowning being the biggest cause of accidental
death of children under the age of five in Australia, Kids
Alive aims to prevent this through their educational
water safety programs. Started by Laurie Lawrence back
in 1988, the program has been able to almost half the
number of children under five drowning from 52 in 1997
to 28 in 2011. Despite this, for every child who drowns, it
must be remembered that on average, 14 are admitted
to the emergency room, and of those, 4 require intensive
hospital treatment.
Water safety is extremely important in preventing these
deaths so don’t forget, to do the five:

L to R: Michael Cross, Laurie Lawrence and Aaran Newman

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fence the pool
Shut the gate
Teach your kids to swim – it’s great
Supervise – watch your mate and
Learn how to resuscitate

For more information, visit the Kids Alive website at
www.kidsalive.com.au.

Follow the Signs
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Make the Choice to Become a Brand
Not Just Another Dealer

A man who buys a Mercedes-Benz E63 isn’t the same
as one who buys an HSV Senator. Nor is the woman
who’s keen on a Toyota 86 the same as one who wants
a Porsche Cayman. Like most product purchases, the
triggers that determine their purchasing preferences are
deeply rooted in emotional drivers rather than pragmatic
feature/benefit analyses.
Taken a step further, a very successful (profitable)
dealership recognises that their true value as a business
and their long-term growth potential is inexorably linked
to the same principles. Indeed all great businesses have
the same defining characteristic that sets them apart and
even gives them immunity from their peers. They are a
brand.
Most people don’t buy a product but rather they buy what
the product – and the name behind it – stands for. And
unlike a product, which people buy, a brand is something
people buy into. For example, the Volkswagen Touareg,
Audi Q7 and Porsche Cayenne share a lot of the same
architecture and start life on the same production line in
Bratislava, Slovakia, but the message from each brand is
sufficiently different to allow three iterations of the ‘same’
vehicle to co-exist. I would argue that a Cayenne buyer
would never consider a Touareg and likewise a Touareg
buyer wouldn’t waste their money on the Q7.

through advertising without first defining and living the
brand’s values is a complete waste of time and money.
No matter what you tell the world, your brand will always
be self-evident because it’s reflected in the way you
treat your staff, your suppliers and your customers. It’s
reflected in the quality and consistency of your products
and services, your attitude towards complaints and the
way you support your clients after you get their money.
People feel your brand in the way you communicate – in
person, on the phone, via email and on your website/s.
For many customers, your receptionist is the first touchpoint with your business and the tone, tempo, intelligence
and ‘spark’ this person delivers can have a huge impact
on your brand.
In its simplest form, your brand is your values backed by
deeds, fuelled by a genuine passion to deliver on these
values in every area. It has substance. And it begins at
the top.
I have witnessed this myself in a number of businesses
I’ve worked with. I recall in my early days selling Hondas
at a Melbourne metro dealership, the DP and the Sales

Definition of a Brand
But what is a brand? More importantly,
what isn’t it? Well, it’s not a logo or
a colour scheme. It certainly isn’t a
slogan and it cannot be built through
advertising. Telling the world over and over that your
dealership ‘LOVES’ xyz brand of cars means nought if
your customers are greeted by a dopey 19 year old
‘salesman’ who knows less about the cars than his
customers (common these days) and more about
the hair gel he prefers. In fact, trying to build a brand
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Become a Brand continued

Some Ideas

Manager made it very clear to all of us that a promise
made by any salesman will always be honoured – even if
it was made without their blessing and even if it cost the
business thousands of dollars. They also held the value
that all clients – no matter how unreasonable – would
be treated with courtesy. I never once saw these values
shirked and I admired them greatly for it. Their customers

1. Decide to be different from the herd and start from
the top. Define how you will and won’t do business.
How far will you go to meet and exceed expectations?
2. Explain to your team that you are all each other’s
customers just like the ones who walk in off the
street. Learn to serve each other just as efficiently

An Audi Q7 rolls down the same Bratislava production line
shared by the Porsche Cayenne and Volkswagen Touareg.

3.
did too and referral business brought customers in from
hundreds of kilometres away. This business didn’t just
talk the talk, they walked it, too. They knew (and I suspect
they still do) that longevity comes through defining and
living your brand.
Remember, consumers are pretty smart these days
and most are armed with sufficient knowledge about
the vehicle they want to purchase before they enter a
dealership. Nowadays, they tend to buy things – they’re
not sold things anymore. All the subtle cues wrapped up
in a vehicle’s brand have already directed them to the car
they’re likely to buy. The question is, which dealership
reflects the feelings they have about that brand and
the experience they’re hoping to have throughout the
purchase and ownership cycle? Will they feel special and
important when they walk in? Will they be treated with
respect, even if they’ve come off a job site and they’re
covered in muck? Will the staff look genuinely happy to
work there even if they’re selling used Camrys? Will they
want to attach themselves to the dealership’s brand?

4.

5.

6.

and enthusiastically as you would a customer with
$100k to spend.
Know that if you create an environment where your
staff feel truly enthused and appreciated, most of the
issues around execution will take care of themselves.
Reward staff well for their performance and don’t
always do it with money. Perhaps they’d appreciate a
little flexibility with their start or finish times. Maybe
they’d love to drive the Z4 next weekend instead of
their 118i.
Clearly define what’s expected of your team and
always thank them for exceeding those expectations.
Sometimes, a quick word from the DP to a staffer
about the good job they’re doing is enough to
energise them for months.
Try to distil your brand in a simple statement
and avoid canned or generic phrases. Customers
don’t align themselves with the esoteric. Let it
clearly define the thing that makes you different;
the thing that supports your brand and make the
message easy to digest. Some great examples:
•
•

Power, Beauty and Soul – Aston Martin
It’s Everywhere you want to be – VISA
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Become a Brand continued
•
•
•
•

At the Heart of the Image – Nikon
Think Small – Volkswagen
Think Different – Apple
American by Birth, Rebel by Choice – HD

7. By defining, distilling, living and articulating your brand,
you effectively define your own market category. If you
extend this far enough, you create your own market
(like Michael Dell did when he started custom-building
PCs and selling them only online). When that happens,
you stop competing for market share because you’ve
effectively defined and created a new one – and you
are, by default, the leader in that market.
8. Ensure everything in your business reflects your
well-defined brand – from the style, frequency and
‘personality’ of communications, how your promises
are made and delivered, how your team is coached
and rewarded, right through to the décor in your
offices and the pictures on your walls. What you’re
looking for is consistency and authenticity.

Recently Spotted

Cynthia’s cousin, Martha gets on the PA and Merv
considers getting into the snake oil business.
Martha is a bigger nuisance than Cynthia. She
recently tripped out our PA system and didn’t like
me getting too close to reset it!
Regards, Merv - Redding Motors

More than any other marketing activity, the development
of a unique brand has the power to create a layer of
immunity that can deflect and withstand competitive
forces like price, location and ad spend. With so many of
today’s lifestyle products becoming commoditised and
with manufacturers powerless (or too weak) to stop price
wars, the things that lift one seller above its competitors
are getting harder to find.
The key is to connect on an emotional level and you do
this through a set of well-defined and lived beliefs that
manifest in everything you and your people do. If you can
do this, people will willingly attach themselves to your
brand and what it stands for – what your business and
your people stand for.
The ultimate outcome is a loyal (and growing) tribe of
advocates who support, recommend and defend you
against all the others who are still trying to flog cars “At
the lowest possible prices!” because they “always put
customers first” and they “LOVE cars!”
Become a brand, not just another dealership.
Peter Fritz - eBusiness Manager
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Bailey’s Day Charity Golf Day
quality of care and resources at the Monash Children’s
Cancer Centre.
For more information about Bailey and Bailey’s Day, go to
www.baileysday.com.au.
Auto-IT’s Clem Murphy recently took part in the annual
Bailey’s Day charity golf day, held at the
beautiful Woodlands Golf Club in Mordialloc.
Bailey’s day was founded nine years ago,
following the passing of two year old Bailey
Daniel Tessier due to cancer. Each year, Bailey’s
Day invites participants to take part in a
luncheon, golf and auction day to raise money
for children with cancer. Since its inception, the
charity has raised more than $1.25m, which
has funded the training for 11 Oncologists,
supported struggling families and improved the
Left to right:
Chris Stoneman - Group Finance Executive Preston Motors Group, John Best – Corporate
Sales - Quality Golf Australia, Andrew Will –Sales
Manager at Smooth FM (DMG Radio) and Clem
Murphy - Business Development Manager - Auto-IT
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New Faces | Some great new people join our team.
Nick Goulimis

We welcome our new Support
Consultant, Nick Goulimis to the AutoIT family. Nick has a 10 year background
in various IT roles from support work
to coordinating for companies such as
Permanent Trustee and PriceWaterHouse
Coopers. He also has a 7 year background in the
automotive industry working at Collins Honda and Larke
Hoskins Honda. His roles have included Service Advisor
and Workshop Controller. Nick is looking forward to the
challenges which lie ahead working on the support team.

Anna Shi

Just recently joining the team in July,
Anna has been in the IT industry for
almost 8 years. With a Bachelor of
Computing from Monash and Master
of IT with CSU, she has experience as a
software localiser, a technical document
translator, a programmer in KDR Creative software and
also a .Net analyst programmer in the online workshop.
Recently, Anna worked as a contractor for GS1 Australia as
an analyst programmer where she built and maintained
3 websites and programmed an image processor in an
iPhone application for all major Australian supermarkets
(GoScan Beta is downloadable from the App Store).
Anna is Auto-IT’s Data Conversion Specialist and took
the job to study how car dealers work onsite. One of her
hobbies is that she loves to see cars, understand them
and test them. It’s a new and different experience for her
so far and she’s looking forward to the challenges ahead.

Alex Hawley

Alex has joined Auto IT to fill a vacancy
in NSW as a Business Relationship
Manager to our UNITS® clients. Alex
has moved from another automotive
software company, Autosoft, where he
worked since 2008 - at first managing
support then moving into training and change process
management for new clients.

Alex has been involved heavily with automotive
businesses and their owners in his previous role and
understands many of the challenges the current
economic environment presents to the automotive
industry. He brings a balance of qualifications in IT and
skills in business process development to the Auto-IT
family and is greatly looking forward to the opportunities
to extend his automotive knowledge.
Peter Davidson
For the past 7 years, Pete has worked
in various automotive IT roles and
has made valuable contacts in the
automotive sales industry. Prior to
that, he had several years working as
a BMW parts specialist for Doncaster BMW and Kaiser
Aoutoteile. His background has given him a chance to
work as a dedicated and experienced parts specialist
with knowledge of a wide variety of industry software,
brands and manufacturers.
Project management, testing and technical document
writing are some of his areas of expertise, but his passion
is developing relationships with customers to ensure
they are getting exactly the service they want. The move
to Auto-IT is an exciting one for Pete and he is looking
forward to being part of a team with a great reputation.

Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit.
Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.
Light travels faster than sound. This is why
some people appear bright until you hear
them speak.
Better to remain silent and be thought a
fool, than to speak and remove all doubt.
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Funnies | Ads That Caught Our Attention
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Tech Support

Parts per Package Usage

1. You must have the part created in the Manufacturer Maintenance program with the parts per package and the
factory cost and list prices – i.e. the price for the full unit;
2. The sell prices, list price and costs must be set to the per package prices.

When purchasing using purchase orders there is an option to raise the order using “Stocking” or “Purchasing” quantities,
which will only present the quantities on the purchase order differently, not change the way the quantity is recorded.
Example:
Part ABC has a “parts per package” of 100. The list price of the item when purchase
(as a quantity of one) is $100.00, therefore the per package quantity is $1.00. Note
the factory list and buy prices must be recorded.
Raise a purchase order and select the option “Purchasing Qty” to display the
purchase quantity of 1 unit at the full buy price:

As this is just the way the PO is presented, you can open the PO and select the other option, reprint the PO with the
correct quantity ordered. When receipting, UNITS® will want to receive into stock 100 units, not 1.
END
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